
52 English for Common Entrance Study and Revision Guide

Test yourself
1 Fill in the correct word – they’re, their or there:

____________ are three boys and __________ playing with __________ ball and as ____________ 
kicking it around __________ is a policeman standing ____________ and watching ____________ antics.

2 Fill in the correct word – to, too or two:

_______ have ________ people more in this lifeboat would mean there are _______ many people in the 
boat for it ______ reach its destination, which is still _______ days away.

3 Fill in the correct word – its or it’s:

_______ late and the beast polishes ______ claws as ______ going hunting to feed _______ family.

How to write well
Writing well primarily means using the specific techniques 
associated with each genre – and using them well. However, there 
are a few common elements that apply to all kinds of writing. 
Practise these beforehand so you know how to use them in the 
exam. 

What to avoid
Try not to use ‘There was/were/is/are’. These are dead words. 
Rephrasing sentences with these words in them makes the 
sentences much more exciting.

There was a yellowing skull staring at me from hollow eyes 

could become

A yellowing skull stared at me from hollow eyes

There was a large meadow behind the house

is better as

Behind the house a large meadow stretched to the horizon.

Don’t use familiar or colloquial phrases, other than in dialogue.

Don’t use more words than you have to. Aim to keep your writing 
tight and not to repeat or waff le. 

Genre is a category of story or 
writing that follows certain rules 
and conventions, which make it 
recognisable (e.g. ghost story, 
review). 

Key term

Colloquial language is 
everyday, informal language. 
This is the way most people 
talk. It is often used in dialogue 
to add realism or to show 
character.

Key term
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Look at the following example:

My fingers felt like ice and were black. They dug themselves 
into the ground. It was like they were trying to strangle 
the life out of the snow – that is if the snow would have had 
any life. 

This can be tightened as follows:

My black, icy fingers dug into the ground, trying to strangle 
the snow.

Test yourself
Tighten the following passage:

My legs lay twisted beneath me. Something had happened to them; some dreadful 
thing, which was sharp and painful, seemed buried underneath their skin. This thing 
must have happened while I was falling down the face of the mountain. That must 
have been some time around 2 pm, just before the storm struck. And all I could think 
of was the pain and whether it would go away. I tried to think of other things, but it 
was useless: the fire in my legs was too strong.  

What to do
Make sure that you use a variety of verbs that say exactly what you 
want. If you use the right verb, you often need very little else to 
bring a sentence to life. If possible avoid simple verbs such as ‘got’, 
‘were’ (and all other forms of ‘to be’) and ‘have’. 
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Test yourself
Look at the following extract written by the Victorian Dr Withers (slightly modernised). See if you can change it 
to remove all the ‘gots’ and ‘gets’. 

I got on the train within ten minutes after I got your letter. When I got to Canterbury I got a taxi for 
town; but I got wet through, and have got such a cold that I shall not get rid of in a hurry. I got to 
the Treasury about noon, but first of all got shaved and dressed. I soon got into the secret of getting 
a petition before the Board, but I could not get an answer then; however, I got intelligence from a 
messenger that I should get one next morning.

Sentence length
Vary the length of your sentences. Nothing is duller than always 
using the same type and length of sentence. As a rule of thumb, 
use longer sentences to describe setting and scenery and use short 
sentences for rapid action or for effect. It is also a good idea to 
progressively shorten sentences that are about the same thing: so, 
start off with a longer sentence and then shorten the length for 
the next sentence and so on. This can of course also be done in 
reverse. The main thing is that your sentences change length. 

For example, don’t write:

On the hill I saw the church. It was squat and grey like a toad. 
Behind it clouds scudded across the dark sky. I approached. 
Singing emanated from the building. Lights glowed in the 
windows. I walked towards the door.

Instead, join the sentences together to make more effective 
sentences of different lengths.

On the hill I saw the church, squat and grey like a toad, 
highlighted against the clouds scudding across the dark sky. 
As I approached I heard singing emanating from the building 
as light glowed in the windows. I walked towards the door.

Note how the sentences become shorter as the description 
progresses. The reverse – making the sentences become longer – 
could read like this:

On the hill I saw the church. It squatted grey like a toad in 
front of a dark sky with scudding clouds. As I approached, 
singing emanated from the building and lights glowed in the 
windows, making me hasten towards the door.
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Paragraphs
Make sure you use paragraphs. Current practice is to use too many 
rather than too few paragraphs. Whenever you start a completely 
new topic in your writing, you should use a paragraph. Paragraphs 
are also used to mark a shift in time or speaker. Paragraphs can  
also be used for emphasis, to highlight certain words or phrases.  
A one-sentence or one-word paragraph can be highly effective.

Honestly.

More sophisticated punctuation
Try to use more sophisticated punctuation. Full stops, commas 
and apostrophes should all be correctly used. Think about using 
brackets (parenthesis) and ellipses (…) as well as colons ( : ), 
semicolons ( ; ) and dashes ( – ). 
n Colon: this punctuation mark says, ‘What is after me is an 

example of what is before me.’
n Semicolon: this joins two complete sentences into one. The 

two sentences must be closely related and not joined by a 
conjunction. You never have to use a semicolon: a full stop or a 
conjunction can do the trick. Stylistically, a semicolon is often 
better.

n Dash: this is used for emphasis. It can replace brackets, commas 
or a colon. In direct speech dashes can also be used to show 
pauses or interruptions.

Although you should use literary techniques appropriate to the 
task, there is one technique that merits a mention here, as it is so 
universal and important: the tricolon. The tricolon is a three-unit 
pattern or a group of three. It is used by many writers, is not hard 
to master and will improve your own writing style. That was a 
tricolon. As is this: 

He was battered and beaten and knocked about.
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